COACHING TIPS
Sprinting:
Stance
• Use your power leg (the one you jump off) as
your back foot for your starting stance
• Your front shin should be almost at a 45 degree
angle
• Your weight is in your hand on the ground, it will
feel like you’re almost falling forward
• The opposite arm is back along the hip/back
Start
• Blast out of your stance while keeping your head
down and body leaning forward
• Drive the arm (that is back) forward
• Take short quick steps with your knees pumping
up towards your chest
• Stay on the front of your feet
• After 5-10 yards when you develop speed,
transition to standing up straighter
Full Speed to finish
• Keep your feet underneath you (don’t step far in
front of your body)

•
•

Claw backwards at the ground so your heels
come up towards your rear
Run through the finish line!!

Long Jump
Approach
• Most kids will need 12 or fewer steps. Younger kids might only need half that
much
• Make sure to jump off the strong leg
• Jump from as close to the edge of the pit as possible. We don’t use the
standard markings.
Jump
• Make sure to look up when jumping
• Throw the arms overhead
• Land with both feet in front of the body
There are two different techniques seen below. They are most likely too
advanced for the younger kids but older kids may want to try them. The left
picture starts out more like a hurdle jump. The right has an arched back.

High Jump
Approach
• Run in a curved line towards the mat
• Left foot jumpers approach from the right,
right foot jumpers from the left
Jump
• Jump with the outside foot before you
reach the middle of bar
• Reach your arms up and over your head
towards the bar. This uses upper body to
gain additional elevation.
• Lean back (arch) and fold yourself over the
bar one body part at a time

Hurdles:
Hurdle technique is quite technical and may be beyond the scope of many of
the young athletes. Here are basic guidelines: First, we want them to stay in
their lane. Second, we want them to jump over the hurdle, not step over it.
Last, we want them to run in between each hurdle and if they fall down to get
back up and finish the race (unfortunately falls will happen).
Advanced Technique:
The illustration below shows proper hurdling technique (although the jump
occurs much closer to the hurdle than how it appears in the picture). There is
a lead leg and a trail leg. The jump begins from the trail leg and the lead leg
rises with the knee bent. As the hurdler gets closer the lead leg extends (but
does not lock out) and the hurdler leans forward. The trail leg bends at the
knee and raises to the side just enough to clear the hurdle. The hurdler is not
supposed to look down at their legs, but instead forward to the next hurdle.

Experienced hurdlers know exactly how many steps they will take to get to the
first hurdle and in between each hurdle. By making it consistent they simplify
the race. Good luck!

4 x 100 m Relay:
Each team will run one relay consisting of 4
runners. The runners are positioned in each
“corner” of the track. Runners will stay in
their lane for the entire race. The runner with
the baton is the “ingoing” runner and the
runner who will receive the baton is the
“outgoing” runner.
There are other track markings to know as well. Each lane will have 3 triangles
marking the exchange points for the relay. The most important are the two
triangles that face inward towards each other in the “Handoff” or “Passing” zone.
By rule, the baton must be passed between those two marks. The third triangle is
a mark that, when the incoming runner passes it, tells the outgoing runner when
to start running. For our purposes, the acceleration zone is too long for grade
school runners.

Passing the baton:
The exchange must take place in the handoff zone. The outgoing runner starts
running 50-75% speed when the incoming runner passes a pre-determined mark.
The incoming runner places it in the outgoing runner’s hand and does not let go
until the outgoing runner has a solid grip on the baton.
There is variability in what hand to pass/receive the baton in. Some coaches
prefer the incoming runners to use the same hand and the outgoing runners use
the opposite hand (ex. all incoming use right and all outgoing use left). This
requires the second and third runners to switch hands with the baton while they
are running. Other coaches prefer an alternating technique that does not require
any runner to switch hands with the baton (ex. first pass is right to left, second is
left to right, third is right to left and fourth is left to right). You decide.

